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Abstract

Elections are cornerstones for societies transitioning from civil war to democracy.
The success or failure of these elections is shaped by the strategies former rebels em-
ploy to mobilize voters. Of those strategies, clientelism is particularly important as it
represents improved voter-elite relations over dysfunctional wartime politics, but, if per-
vasive, also risks undermining long-term democratic consolidation. We argue that the
organizational legacies of rebellion shape the way how rebels engage in electoral clien-
telism. We expect that former rebels target pre-electoral benefits to areas of wartime
support; rely on wartime military networks to deliver those benefits; and exploit discre-
tionary control over peace dividends when allocating electoral benefits. We combine
original geospatial data on the timing and location of over 2,000 tsunami aid projects
with village-level surveys in post-civil war Aceh, Indonesia, to test these hypotheses. Re-
sults from difference-in-differences models and detailed tests of causal mechanisms are
consistent with our theoretical expectations.
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Introduction

In societies emerging from civil war, elections constitute a cornerstone of war-to-democracy

transitions (Jarstad and Sisk 2008; Flores and Nooruddin 2012). A key ingredient for the

success or failure of post-conflict elections is the behavior of former rebel groups competing

in them. During war, rebels derive political authority from effectively and often violently con-

trolling territory and civilians (Kalyvas 2006; Stewart 2018; Weinstein 2007). Elections after

war, however, introduce political competition over who holds executive office, thus jeopar-

dizing these wartime sources of rebel power (Arjona, Kasfir, and Mampilly 2015; Jarstad and

Sisk 2008). Consequently, rebels need to develop different strategies to maintain political

power. Which strategies rebels ultimately employ to meet this challenge, such as electoral vi-

olence, ethnic appeals, and/or clientelism, is critical for the trajectory of post-conflict peace

and democracy (Daly 2019; Daxecker, Amicarelli, and Jung 2019; Hadzic, Carlson, and

Tavits 2020; Matanock 2017).

Clientelism as a mobilization strategy plays a central role for democratic development

after war because of its double-edged nature. On the one hand, pervasive clientelism risks

undermining citizens’ ability to hold politicians accountable and erodes their trust in insti-

tutions (Hicken 2011, 302). On the other hand, clientelism represents an improved way for

citizens to at least secure some benefits from the state (Fukuyama 2014; Hicken 2011)—

especially when compared to even more dysfunctional politics during a war. But despite

these implications of clientelistic mobilization for post-conflict democracy, our understand-

ing of where, why, and how former insurgents engage in this electoral strategy is limited.

To address this gap, we develop a general theory of rebels’ clientelistic electoral mobi-

lization after war and investigate how this strategy is shaped by wartime legacies. Once

conflict ends, former rebels running for office require civilian support to win political power

not through violence but through winning elections. We argue that wartime legacies make

clientelism—targeted transfers of selective public goods contingent on recipients’ political

support—an effective strategy for former rebels to generate electoral support after war

(Stokes et al. 2013). We identify three legacies that we expect to shape clientelistic elec-
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toral mobilization after war. First, locations where rebels received civilian support during

war are likely to receive pre-electoral benefits. Second, the remnants of rebels’ military

organization can form the basis for party structures and broker networks to deliver those

benefits. Third, the degree to which former rebels have discretionary control over economic

peace dividends, should determine how and what types of goods they deliver.

We examine the post-conflict setting in the Indonesian province of Aceh to test this the-

ory. The Acehnese setting has three advantages that make it uniquely suited for this purpose.

First, after the tsunami in 2004 and the ensuing peace agreement in 2005, the Free Aceh

Movement (Gerakan Aceh Merdeka, GAM) and the Government of Indonesia (GoI) estab-

lished a government agency tasked with coordinating the reconstruction effort, the Agency

for the Rehabiliation and Reconstruction of Aceh and Nias (Badan Rehabilitasi dan Rekon-

struksi, BRR). Our research design exploits the fact that the 2005 peace agreement stip-

ulated that GAM receive a number of influential positions within the BRR agency. These

positions allowed the rebels to influence the allocation of tsunami aid to electorally ben-

eficial locations—their wartime constituencies. Second, given that the BRR agency was a

government ministry rebels did not have unfettered access to reconstruction funds. Instead,

rebels access to BRR funds was under stronger scrutiny than their access to other, specifically

post-conflict funds (Tajima 2016). This limited access makes the BRR a hard case to test a

theory of wartime legacies and clientelistic electoral mobilization: If former insurgents can

find ways to use even limited access to funding with strong oversight for electoral purposes,

it is likely that we would observe similar behavior in cases with more direct access. Finally,

the BRR agency set up a database to coordinate aid projects in the province. We were able to

retrieve a full copy of this database, allowing us to create an original, highly geographically

disaggregated dataset on tsunami aid allocation in Aceh. We link this data to fine-grained

information from the Indonesian National Violence Monitoring System (Sistem Nasional Pe-

mantauan Kekerasan, SNPK) (Government of Indonesia 2018) to identify the location of

plausible wartime civilian support for GAM.

We use a difference-in-differences design to overcome a key research design challenge:

disentangling political determinants for aid allocation from tsunami-related drivers of aid
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reception. Consequently, we compare the number of new aid projects between sub-districts

with and without wartime GAM support before and after the 2006 gubernatorial elections

in Aceh, the first elections after the end of the war. In this way, we are able to control for

time invariant differences across sub-districts, such as tsunami damage, while leveraging

the timing of the elections as treatment.

Consistent with a theoretical model that predicts targeted benefit allocation for pre-

electoral mobilization, we show that GAM areas received approximately 10% more new

aid projects than non-GAM areas before, but not after the 2006 election. To further probe

the robustness of our results, we replicate the main findings using village-level survey data

from the Aceh Reintegration and Livelihood Surveys (Barron et al. 2008; Tajima 2010). Ad-

ditional results provide evidence for the underlying mechanisms. We show that rebels used

wartime military networks to deliver benefits and that they used their discretionary control

over some sectors of tsunami aid to circumvent donor monitoring.

Our theory of post-conflict electoral mobilization advances the literature on post-conflict

democratization. While some scholars emphasize the potential of elections to balance out

group interests in deeply divided societies (Flores and Nooruddin 2012; Matanock 2017),

others emphasize the potential of political capture of institutions for the private political

benefits of post-conflict actors (Lake 2017; Zürcher et al. 2013). Our findings speak to the

latter group of studies. We demonstrate that wartime legacies in combination with former

rebels’ access to peace dividends can distort the post-conflict democratization process by

facilitating clientelistic practices. Our findings also speak to the literature on the origins of

clientelism in the developing world (Hicken 2011; Golden and Min 2013), and especially

in Indonesia (Aspinall and Berenschot 2019). We identify the insurgent-civilian links and

organizational legacies of civil wars as core driver of clientelistic practices. This finding adds

a novel explanation to why clientelism is an attractive electoral strategy in conflict contexts.

Electoral Mobilization After War

Post-conflict elections have become a central milestone in war-to-peace transitions around

the globe (Flores and Nooruddin 2012). To successfully contest elections, however, former
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rebels depend on popular support even after an armed conflict has come to an end (Kalyvas

2006). Empirical evidence from diverse cases such as post-civil war Italy, Ireland, El Salvador,

Nicaragua, Nepal, or Mozambique suggests that former rebels often manage to translate

wartime civilian support into votes, sometimes even winning elections (Costalli and Ruggeri

2019; Daly 2019; Manning and Smith 2019). How do they accomplish this?

In most instances, rebels’ electoral success only weakly rests on clear political programs

that match voters’ partisan preferences. Civil wars destroy the trust of voters that public

policies will be implemented once election winners gain office (De Juan and Pierskalla 2016).

Moreover, post-conflict states often do not possess the organizational capacities necessary to

implement such programs (Gates et al. 2012). Aware of this, former rebels often shy away

from developing fully refined and ideological coherent policy positions that would appeal to

a broader set of voters by clearly distinguishing them from their competitors (Sindre 2019;

Sprenkels 2019).

Existing research has therefore investigated a range of possible strategies of voter mo-

bilization. First, former rebels often rely on violence and intimidation to suppress the vote

shares of their competitors (Birch, Daxecker, and Höglund 2020). Second, former rebels can

appeal to ethnic or religious identities, building on the pivotal role these affiliations played

prior and during a civil war (Hadzic, Carlson, and Tavits 2020). Third, former rebels can

appeal to voters’ demand for protection from renewed violence—which is typically offered

by the victorious or the military superior party at the end of a conflict (Daly 2019).

However, these strategies of voter mobilization come with limitations. Electoral violence,

for example, is a costly strategy as it tarnishes international reputation and may result in

the loss of donor support or could lead to intervention by the host state (Birch, Daxecker,

and Höglund 2020). Ethnic or religious identities, on the other hand, can be insufficient to

motivate voters to cast their ballot in favor of a party due to the heterogeneity and fluidity

of these identities (Kalyvas 2008). Former rebels’ relying on a security message also face

the problem that their potential audience is likely to be heterogeneous. In both instances,

former rebels have to make the difficult choice where and how to target mobilization efforts

within their prospective electoral base.
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Electoral clientelism is a complementary strategy that can address these strategies’ lim-

itations. In a clientelist strategy, party elites match voters’ demands for such benefits by

directly handing out payments or gifts to voters, contingent on voters’ electoral support

(Hicken 2011; Kitschelt and Wilkinson 2007; Nichter 2008; Stokes et al. 2013).1 Parties

use brokers—local intermediaries between party officials and voters—to circumvent infor-

mation problems on supporters’ location and identity and to hand out benefits efficiently

and effectively (Stokes et al. 2013). At the same time, clientelism is often less visible than

electoral intimidation (Hicken 2011). These features make clientelism an effective strategy

to complement violent electoral mobilization (Rauschenbach and Paula 2019) and to tar-

get supporters within a heterogeneous electoral base (Golden and Min 2013; Stokes et al.

2013).

There is some evidence that former rebels indeed engage in clientelist mobilization dur-

ing post-conflict elections alongside the previously mentioned strategies. Several studies

find that the risk of losing access to patronage networks shapes electoral strategies by “war-

lord democrats” in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique,

Sierra Leone, and South Sudan (see the contributions to Themnér 2017). Others argue

that clientelism can be a rational response of former warring factions to external pressures

for post-conflict democratization (Haass 2021; Zürcher et al. 2013).

Despite the importance of clientelism as a voter mobilization strategy and evidence for

its use in post-conflict politics, we are missing systematic evidence on when, where, and

how former rebels engage in electoral clientelism. Researching clientelism is empirically

extremely demanding, even in non-conflict contexts. It typically requires fine-grained infor-

mation on timing and location of material benefits as well as distribution of voter partisan

identities (Kramon 2017, 22-24; Stokes et al. 2013). This problem is exacerbated in the

information-scarce environment of post-conflict politics. An important side-effect of these

empirical problems is that they also result in a lack of a concise theoretical understanding of

1In contrast to pork barrel strategies or programmatic appeals, goods that are distributed clientelistically

do not follow public criteria of distribution. This lack of public criteria makes clientelist strategies illegal in

many countries.
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the mechanisms of post-conflict clientelism. By combining a novel theory on how wartime

legacies shape post-conflict clientelism with original data on post-conflict aid allocation, this

article addresses both challenges.

The Effect of Wartime Legacies on Clientelism

To explain how former rebels engage in clientelism, we discuss three wartime legacies that

facilitate such an electoral strategy. The civilian support that rebels established during the

armed conflict; rebels’ military organization; and the degree to which rebels have access to

economic peace dividends that they can repurpose for electoral benefits.

Rebel Constituencies After Civil War

To date, there is no clear answer to the question whether it is more efficient for a party

leader to target core supporters or swing voters with benefits (Stokes 2011).2 If anything,

evidence from across the world suggests that the choice of targeting swing versus core vot-

ers is ultimately driven by the specific context in which the vote takes place (Golden and

Min 2013; Stokes et al. 2013, 138ff.). In a post-conflict setting, we expect that wartime

legacies make it rational for former rebels to target pre-electoral benefits to their wartime

civilian constituencies—that is, areas populated by civilians predisposed to support former

rebels due to shared grievances, self-interest, and security considerations (Kalyvas 2006).

As in other electoral contexts, however, these predispositions must be (re)activated by for-

mer rebels during the election campaign (Holbrook and McClurg 2005). Given the strong

intergroup cleavage after civil war, it is unlikely that rebels’ wartime supporters would vote

for the rebels’ opponents in the short-term. But without being mobilized, former supporters

are simply less likely to vote. There are three reasons for this.

First, even though civilian cooperation with rebels is widespread during war, wartime

2Some argue that targeting swing voters has the highest risk-to-benefit ratio, as targeting core supporters

could be considered “lost investments” (Dixit and Londregan 1996). In contrast, others argue that targeting

core voters is rational, particularly when the party needs to ensure voter turnout (Cox and McCubbins 1986;

Nichter 2008).
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civilian support does not automatically translate into strong party-voter links after war. Civil-

ian support during war results from a variety of motives, such as personal protection, eco-

nomic advantages, or ideological conviction (Kalyvas 2006). These motives can disappear

once the war has ended: Civilians might not require protection anymore, they might earn in-

come outside of rebels’ support economies, or might consider the ideological struggle either

completed or not as important enough anymore. Former rebels therefore need to mobilize

electoral support.

This situation for former rebels is similar to the one faced by party elites with weak ethnic

party-voter links in Africa (Eifert, Miguel, and Posner 2010). In settings where ethnicity is

salient, but only weakly so, co-ethnics are neither likely to vote unconditionally for their

ethnic party nor will they vote for the opposition. Instead, these voters are more likely to

abstain from turning out to vote at all if they are not mobilized. As a result, ethnic parties

in contexts of weak party-voter links predominantly target benefits to electoral strongholds

within the broader ethnic base (Nichter 2008; Rauschenbach and Paula 2019).

Second, rebels have a unique advantage over other parties in that they already have

detailed information about where these wartime supporters are located: in areas that rebels

controlled during the war. Frequently, rebel groups establish governance structures where

they enjoy extensive civilian support (Arjona, Kasfir, and Mampilly 2015). During war, these

areas are characterized by a stable rebel presence, little violence by rebels against civilians,

and often, but not exclusively, a limited ability of government forces to access specific parts

of the country (Kalyvas 2006). The close interaction between these rebel collaborators and

the local population allows the rebel group to gather a wealth of information about the

civilian population, for example, what services they need or what political demands they

have. This information is still available to the rebels after the end of the war. It thus serves

as a heuristic shortcut about potential voter preferences and voter locations.

Finally, rebels can reap loyalty benefits by allocating specifically material benefits to core

supporters. Former rebels often distribute economic peace dividends among ex-combatants

to secure the rank-and-file loyalty necessary to uphold the peace (Tajima 2016). It is simi-

larly rational for former rebels to distribute material benefits to core voters to build long-term
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political support (Briggs 2012; Kramon 2017). If former rebels neglect wartime civilian sup-

porters in a setting with recurrent elections, rebels might not simply risk voter abstention in

the current election, but they actually risk voter defection to the opposition if past loyalty is

not rewarded. This pressure is amplified by voters’ demands for material retribution for their

wartime struggle—demands that are particularly prevalent among those that were subject

to indiscriminate wartime violence by the government: rebels’ wartime civilian supporters.

Hypothesis 1: Leaders of former rebel groups running for office in post-conflict elections

will steer pre-electoral benefits to areas of wartime popular support.

Rebel Organization and Post-Conflict Brokers

The organizational legacy of war equips post-conflict parties and candidates with the logis-

tical capacity to efficiently engage in a targeted mobilization strategy. Specifically, rebels’

wartime military organizations provide two things, the blueprint for a party structure and

brokers within that party structure.

A functioning clientelist strategy requires party leaders who specify policies and who

determine the distribution of resources for clientelist purposes. Moreover, such a strategy

requires party officials who execute these tasks. Post-conflict parties which emerge from

rebel organizations constitute the natural blueprint for such a structure (Manning 2008):

Fighting a civil war and controlling territory requires the organizational coherence of an

insurgent force. Without tightly knit networks of soldiers within combat units fighting the

war on the ground, organized violent opposition against the state and establishing territorial

control is nearly impossible (Weinstein 2007). The personal relationships built between sol-

diers and their commanders within their units and between commanders and their political

leadership remain pervasive even after formal conflict termination and often even survive

formal demobilization programs (Themnér 2015). These hierarchical structures form the

basis for an organizational structure, typically in the form of a party, but possibly also in

looser knit campaign teams, that can rely on established hierarchies to effectively execute

political mobilization.

However, to be able to leverage this party structure to successfully execute an clientelist
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mobilization strategy, former rebel leaders and their officials also need local intermediaries.

They provide further information about voter preferences and distribute resources (Stokes

et al. 2013). These brokers are embedded in their local communities and have frequent

face-to-face interactions with voters.

Again, rebels’ wartime organization provides rebels running for office with the recruits

that can function as brokers. While mid-level commanders might be able to join the polit-

ical elite of a post-conflict party, these channels are often closed to rank-and-file soldiers.

Instead, rebel soldiers still rely on their former commanders for a living. These soldiers

are often the ones who return to their home villages from which they were recruited, ei-

ther voluntarily or forcibly. Former soldiers’ embeddedness in wartime military networks,

their economic dependency structure, together with local knowledge provide former rebels

with the basis of a broker network. Its unique combination of hierarchy, networks, loyalty,

and local embeddedness make rebels’ (former) military organizations therefore an effective

channel through which rebels can implement a clientelistic mobilization strategy.

Hypothesis 2: Leaders of former rebel groups running for office in post-conflict elections

will distribute resources predominantly through their former military networks.

Access to Peace Dividends and Resource Allocation

The third wartime legacy that facilitates a clientelistic mobilization strategy after civil wars is

the degree to which rebels have access to economic peace dividends that they can repurpose

for electoral benefits. A core assumption of the theoretical model presented so far is that

rebels possess material resources to distribute in the first place. This resource access is

typically determined by the design of a peace agreement—with important implications for

how rebels target which types of pre-electoral benefits.

When rebels strike a peace deal with a government, they often gain access to political

and economic resources in return (Haass and Ottmann 2017). These resources can come

in the form of shared ownership of parastatals in resource-driven conflicts, as lucrative min-

istry positions in post-conflict governments, or in the form of enormous reconstruction or

disarmament aid programs, which often directly target rebels (Haass and Ottmann 2021;
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Tajima 2016; Zürcher et al. 2013). These peace dividends equip rebels with resources that

they can allocate for political reasons (Kramon and Posner 2013).

Rebels’ ability to access and repurpose peace dividends for electoral goals depends on

the discretionary control they have over these funds (Stokes et al. 2013). This discretionary

control is a function of the number of actors involved in the decision-making process over

resource allocation and the strength of the institutional rules that prevent misappropriation.

Where many actors, potentially even with veto power over resource allocation decisions,

meet strong external oversight over allocation decisions, rebels’ ability to repurpose funds

for electoral benefits is limited. Alternatively, when rebels do not have to coordinate with

other actors over fund allocation and where oversight is weak, we should observe much

more pronounced targeting of electoral benefits to rebels’ wartime supporters.

Hypothesis 3: Electorally motivated resource allocation by former rebels running for office

will be more pronounced when former rebels have more discretionary control over resources.

Empirical Case: Post-Conflict Aceh

We test these hypotheses in the context of the first post-conflict elections in the Indonesian

province of Aceh in 2006. The GAM insurgency started in 1976 with the aim to establish

an independent state of Aceh. This conflict waged on until the Boxing Day Tsunami of

December 2004 laid waste to the province. Subsequent peace negotiations between GAM

and the Indonesian government led to the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) which

ultimately ended the conflict in 2005 (International Crisis Group 2006b). Existing sources

point to a number of characteristics of the MoU and the 2006 gubernatorial elections that

make the Acehnese context a useful case to test our theory.

Wartime Popular Support

One of these characteristics is that wartime popular support for GAM rebels and govern-

ment forces varied considerably across the province (Barter 2015; Clark and Palmer 2008;

Tajima 2010). Rebel strongholds were predominantly found in the northeastern parts of the

province, in districts ranging from Aceh Besar through Pidie, Bireuen, Lhokseumawe and
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Aceh Timur (Barter 2015, 346). There, the share of ethnic Acehnese was dominant, and

thus also popular support for rebels (Aspinall 2009a, 196). Some of these areas were even

governed by GAM delivering crucial social services. As a result of this high level of support

for the insurgents, the Indonesian security forces often relied on indiscriminate violence to

“punish” villages that allegedly housed GAM fighters (Sukma 2004).

In the provincial capital, Banda Aceh, and the west coast and central highlands, popular

support for the GAM insurgency was less widespread. Banda Aceh as the administrative

center of the province naturally was a state stronghold and popular support in the west coast

was largely driven by military considerations with government forces enjoying support in

the easily accessible flat lands and GAM rebels constrained to the hills (Barter 2015; Tajima

2010). Finally, the central highlands are areas with sizeable non-Acehnese populations, such

as Gayo and/or Javanese. The distinct Acehnese identity of GAM led these non-Acehnese

ethnic groups to support state forces which, in turn, were more restrained in their use of

violence. As a consequence, GAM rebels relied more strongly on violence to enforce civilian

support (Barter 2013; Breslawski 2021).

The 2006 Elections

Another useful characteristic of the Acehnese case is that the outcome of the first post-conflict

election in 2006 was far from certain, making electoral mobilization necessary for all candi-

dates running for office. A key provision of the 2005 MoU was the promise of local elections

(or pilkada) for provincial governor and the heads (bupati) of all 21 districts in Aceh. They

were held between December 2006 and January 2006 and largely hailed as free and fair

(International Crisis Group 2007).

In the run-up to these first post-conflict elections, the wartime allegiances and hostilities

between civilians, GAM rebels, and government representatives appeared to be in flux. Po-

litical competition between Acehnese elites of all stripes was intense and a realignment of

political allegiances and polity priorities took place (Clark and Palmer 2008). One of the

most important developments was a split within GAM between its political leadership in
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exile and younger field commanders (Stange and Patock 2010).3 Against this background

of internal strife, a GAM victory in the elections—even in their own heartlands—was widely

discounted (International Crisis Group 2006a).

Once the results came in, however, GAM candidates won the governorship overwhelm-

ingly and also comfortably won bupati elections in seven districts. It also became obvious

that they won in their wartime strongholds and managed to extend their reach into areas

that are not even ethnically Acehnese (International Crisis Group 2007).

Post-Tsunami Aid

A final useful feature of the Acehnese case is that it enables us to study post-conflict electoral

mobilization in the context of a hard case: the allocation of post-tsunami aid. While the 2006

elections were deemed free and fair, observers also conceded that electoral mobilization—

especially in district races—relied heavily on clientelistic practices:

[...] when visiting villages, candidates and tim sukses [campaign teams] would

often make donations to the mosque fund or to social groups such as wom-

ens Quran study groups [...]. These donations demonstrated that the candidate

cared and would take concrete action to improve the lives of villagers. One

mukim (traditional leader of a cluster of villages) acknowledged that such ’dona-

tion campaigns’ (kampanye amal) were the most effective way to acquire votes.

(Clark and Palmer 2008, 29)

So far, research has not been able to trace the sources of the funds enabling these clien-

telistic practices or whether these practices also came in other form and shape, such as

infrastructure projects. Circumstantial evidence points to the large amount of aid flowing

into Aceh after the Boxing Day tsunami of 2004. Here, especially the approximately USD 8

billion in post-tsunami reconstruction aid were of importance, dwarving the approximately

USD 360 million in post-conflict aid (Parks, Colletta, and Oppenheim 2013, 46).

3We explore the implications of the internal GAM split in more detail in Appendix D.3.
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To oversee aid distribution, the Indonesian government established the Agency for the

Rehabilitation and Reconstruction of Aceh and Nias (Badan Rehabilitasi dan Rekonstruksi

(BRR) NAD-Nias). GAM representatives had considerable influence in this agency with one

former GAM spokesman, Teuku Kamaruzzaman, even becoming the head of its executive

agency (Nicol 2013; Stange and Patock 2010).4 Subsequently, former GAM combatants

and the rebels’ wider organizational network appeared to benefit disproportionately from

reconstruction projects funded through BRR (Aspinall 2009b).

Studying post-disaster aid allocation through the BRR presents a hard test for our theory.

Even though there is evidence that the post-conflict reintegration funds served as patronage

among former GAM combatants (Tajima 2016), there was strong international and national

pressure in Aceh that the post-tsunami aid should be shielded from corruption (Nicol 2013).

At the same time, in Sumatra—the island where Aceh is located—clientelism has histori-

cally been lower than in other Indonesian regions, such as Eastern Indonesia or Kalimantan

(Aspinall and Berenschot 2019, 237). Finding electorally motivated aid allocation patterns

despite these context conditions should improve our confidence in the results.

Data and Research Design

Estimating the effect of wartime legacies on electoral mobilization is a difficult task. Our

theory requires fine-grained data on location, timing, and type of resource allocation, as well

as spatial data on rebel wartime support. Aceh is one of the few cases where such data is

available. We triangulate data from three different sources: georeferenced data on wartime

violence events from the National Violence Monitoring System (Sistem Nasional Pemantauan

Kekerasan, SNPK); a sub-district (kecamatan) level dataset on post-tsunami aid projects from

the BRR’s Recovery Aceh/Nias (RAN) database; and data from a survey of Acehnese village

heads conducted in the context of a 2007 World Bank impact evaluation.

4A BRR organigram is presented in Appendix A.
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Sub-District-Level Data

Our main explanatory variable is a measure of GAM support in a given sub-district. Given

scarce information during the Acehnese insurgency, it is difficult to measure territorial varia-

tion in GAM support directly. Building on Kalyvas’ (2006) “control-collaboration” theory, we

argue that areas of strong GAM support are characterized by (1) strategic violence between

the government and rebels (2); high levels of indiscriminate violence by the government;

and (3) low levels of rebel violence against civilians.

We use georeferenced information on the location of battle violence and violence against

civilians from Indonesia’s National Violence Monitoring System (SNPK) (Government of In-

donesia 2018) to translate this theoretical idea into an empirical measure of wartime GAM

support in Aceh.5 Since the SNPK started collecting data in 1998, we include events between

1998 and 2004, the year the violent conflict ended. We use the SNPK to measure the three

types of violence conceptualized above on the sub-district levels: battles between the GAM

and the Indonesian military (Tentara Nasional Indonesia, TNI), as well as violence against

civilians by both the GAM and the TNI. We code an event as one-sided violence (OSV) by

the TNI if one participating actor is originally coded as TNI or the police and the other actor

is not GAM—and vice versa for OSV by GAM. Correspondingly, we code as battle violence

(BV) all events that feature GAM and TNI/police as participants.

Using this information, we empirically capture the degree of GAM support as the follow-

ing fraction:

GAM supporti =
TNI BVi + TNI OSVi

GAM OSVi + 1
(1)

where TNI BVi is the number of conflict events between the TNI and GAM in sub-district

i, TNI OSVi is the number of one-sided violence events against civilians perpetrated by the In-

donesian military in sub-district i, and GAM OSVi is the number of one-sided violence events

by GAM in sub-district i (plus a constant so the fraction becomes not infinite if GAM OSVi

is zero). The sum of battle events in the numerator reflects the idea that the government

5See Appendix C.2 for more details on the SNPK data.
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strategically targets rebel strongholds and had to resort to indiscriminate violence in areas

where it did not have full control. The count of GAM OSVi in the denominator scales the

measure by the extent to which GAM targeted civilians in a district, which indicates little

control.

This fraction has the useful property that if the numerator is large and the denominator is

small the resulting value for GAM supporti becomes large. This scenario describes a district

with high levels of battle violence and indiscriminate TNI violence against civilians, but

little one-sided violence by the rebel group—which is precisely the pattern of violence we

would see in areas with high GAM support (Breslawski 2021). Moreover, by including event

counts both in the numerator and denominator we flexibly control for the overall occurrence

of conflict events, which could stem, for instance, from population differences.

We link the cross-sectional measure of GAM support to original time-varying data on

post-tsunami aid allocation from the BRR. Set up in the aftermath of the tsunami to coor-

dinate the enormous inflow of aid, this database collected comprehensive information on

timing, number, location, sector, and donor agencies of post-tsunami aid projects. We web-

scraped the (now defunct) online RAN database to obtain information on all 2,033 projects

stored in the database. These aid projects were predominantly aimed at strengthening infras-

tructure or social cohesion, including sectors such as health, religion, administration, and

infrastructure such as housing. Consequently, we think of these projects as non-rivalrous,

excludable club goods whose benefits mostly accrue to the entire, or at least parts, of the

targeted community, but not to other communities.

We extract precise information on project start dates, and aid volume in constant USD.

We manually georeferenced the sub-district location names to Indonesian BPS sub-district

codes, allowing us to match the data to the GAM support information in the sub-district level.

From this information, we construct our dependent variables: the (log) count of new aid

projects in a sub-district month, as well as the logged value of committed USD per project.6

6See Appendix C.1 for details on the RAN data collection.
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Village-Level Survey Data

We also analyze information from a survey of 756 individual village heads taken from the

Aceh Livelihood and Reintegration survey (ARLS). The ARLS was conducted in the context

of the evaluation of a World Bank community-driven development program, the BRA-KDP,

between September and July 2008 (Barron et al. 2008). While its primary goal was to assess

the effectiveness of BRA-KDP, the evaluation also contained a module that collected data

from those villages where the individual-level surveys were conducted. It contains detailed

information on if, and in which year, a village received tsunami assistance. As the survey

is a cross-sectional snapshot of 2008, we cannot directly exploit variation in aid allocation

before/after the 2006 election in the village data. Nevertheless, the survey provides the

respondents’ answer to when the village first received post-tsunami aid (Q138).

We use this information to generate two dependent dummy variables: reception of

tsunami aid in 2005 and 2006. We set the variables to zero if tsunami aid was received

after 2006, since this is unlikely to be a result of electoral mobilization. We expect that

mostly aid in 2006 should be allocated as a function of electoral mobilization. In 2005, the

immense destruction of the tsunami likely overshadowed political concerns. Moreover, the

closer the electoral date, the higher the electoral pressure to generate support. We correlate

this measure of tsunami aid with a dummy variable that captures a village head’s positive

response to the question “In your judgement, during [the 2001-2005] period, do you think

the majority (at least half) of the members of the village supported GAM-TNA?”

Descriptive Evidence

Figure 1 provides three pieces of descriptive evidence that inform our subsequent analysis.7

First, GAM support varied markedly during the conflict (Panel A). Particularly areas in the

North-east of the province are characterized by GAM support, whereas it was weaker in

Central and South Aceh, consistent with the qualitative evidence from the conflict (Barter

2015). Second, tsunami aid was mainly allocated in the South-west coast of Aceh, where

7See Appendix B for summary statistics.
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Figure 1. GAM support and post-tsunami aid allocation in Aceh
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tsunami damage was highest (Panel B). At the same time, we observe that other regions in

Aceh, too, benefitted from the aid influx, even though they may have not been hit as hard

as the South-west. As the aid distribution pattern visible in the map follows the tsunami

damage patterns, this provides at least some face validity for the geocoding accuracy in the

BRR aid data. Finally, in line with our theory, the scatterplot in Panel C suggests a positive

relationship between GAM support and aid allocation between 2005 and 2008.

Empirical Strategy

We analyze the two datasets in two steps. First, we rely on a difference-in-differences (DiD)

strategy to isolate a causal effect of wartime popular support on the distribution of pre-

electoral benefits. We compare the two years prior to the first post-conflict election (2005-

2006) and two years after (2007-2008). This comparison exploits the fact that, if targeted

benefit allocation were to occur, this should affect GAM sub-districts predominantly prior to

the 2006 election, as political mobilization needs to take place before an election.

We estimate the difference-in-differences setup in a standard regression framework:

Aidi t = β1Pre-Electiont + β2GAM Areai+

β3GAM Areai × Pre-Electiont +µi + γt + εi t

(2)
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where Aidi t is the logged number or USD value of aid projects in sub-district i in month t.

GAM Areai is a binary indicator that is coded one for sub-districts that exceed the median of

the GAM support measure of Equation 1 and zero otherwise.8 Pre-Electiont is a dummy that

identifies months prior to the election in December 2006. µi are sub-district fixed effects

and γt are month fixed effects. Given their perfect collinearity with sub-district and month

fixed effects, β1 and β2 are not identified.

The coefficient of the interaction, β3, is the main coefficient of interest. β3 captures the

difference-in-differences, i.e. the differences in the average number of aid projects in GAM

support areas vs. non-support areas both before and after the elections in 2006. We expect

β3 to be positive and statistically significant. To account for serial correlation in the error

term, we cluster standard errors on the sub-district level.

The difference-in-differences design has one critical advantage in the post-conflict and

post-tsunami setting of Aceh. It allows us to hold constant time-invariant variables that

could plausibly affect aid allocation. The most important of such variables is the extent of

tsunami damage and conflict-affectedness. Both variables do not vary over time within sub-

districts, however, and are therefore captured by the sub-district fixed effects. This means

we can ensure that the results are not driven by the possibility of regions with GAM Support

overlapping with the regions most affected by the tsunami. Another benefit of the temporal

component of this research design is that it allows us to separate out simple resource redistri-

bution between rebels and their combatants from electorally motivated resource allocation.

While a powerful causal identification strategy, the difference-in-differences setup is

based on donors’ willingness to accurately report information to the RAN database. Not

knowing the extent to which they did so might introduce unknown bias. We therefore also

test our theoretical expectations with the independently collected village-survey data. We

predict a village’s reception of tsunami aid from its support for GAM during the conflict by

estimating the following equation:

Aidiv = η(.) = β1Majority GAM supportv + X v +µk + εi (3)

8We test other thresholds in robustness checks, see Appendix E.1.
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where Aidiv is a dummy for aid in a village v in sub-district i. We estimate separate models

for aid in 2005 (non-election year) and 2006 (election year). η(.) specifies the link function

which we estimate both as η(.) = E(y), i.e. as a linear probability model, and as η(.) =

logit(π), a logit model. We cluster standard errors by sub-district to account for correlation

within sub-districts. The linear probability specification allows us to compare effect sizes

between the village data and the BRR data.

Importantly, the results from Equation 3 could be driven by confounding variables that

determine both a village’s level of GAM support and tsunami aid delivery. We therefore

include a wide range of village-level covariates X v from the ARLS survey, including popu-

lation size, poverty levels, conflict history, ethnic composition, internally displaced persons,

as well as interviewer fixed effects and district (Kabupaten) fixed effects µk to account for

unobserved variation across Aceh’s regions.9 Most importantly, we also include a dummy

variable indicating if a village was damaged by the tsunami. This allows us to isolate the

effect of GAM Support from tsunami damage where those overlap. We present results with

and without covariates to ensure that results are not biased by the post-treatment measure-

ment of some of the covariates.

Results

Where Do Electoral Benefits Go?

Table 1 presents models that test the effect of wartime GAM support on the allocation of

tsunami reconstruction projects before the 2006 gubernatorial elections (H1). Panel A dis-

plays model results based on the RAN database and SNPK information on GAM support areas.

Models 1 and 3 represent the main DiD coefficent, using the number of projects (Model 1)

and the volume of aid projects in USD (Model 3) on the sub-district level as dependent

variables. Using two different indicators for aid allocation accounts for the possibility that

electorally motivated aid targeting does not result in more projects, but rather in more valu-

able projects. Models 2 and 4 replicate the previous specifications aggregated on the district

9For a detailed list of the survey questions used to measure the covariates, see Appendix D.2.
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(kabupaten) level of analysis to control for unit aggregation bias.

Across all four models, the coefficient for GAM Area × Pre-Election is positive and sta-

tistically significant. The coefficient represents a sizable substantive effect: Based on the

coefficient in Models 1 and 3 of Table 1, GAM areas received about 10.5% more new aid

projects or over 174% more in aid volume prior to the 2006 election than sub-districts with-

out GAM support.

Panel B of Table 1 estimates the effect of wartime GAM support on the reception of

tsunami aid using data from the village head surveys. The results corroborate the findings

above. We do not observe a positive correlation between a dummy that captures whether

the majority in a village supported GAM and the reception of tsunami aid in the non-election

year 2005 (Models 1-4). This correlation changes once we employ reception of tsunami aid

in 2006 as dependent variable. In the election year of 2006—when electoral concerns were

more pressing than in 2005—we observe a positive and statistically significant relationship

between GAM support and post-tsunami aid reception (Models 5-8). This result holds across

estimators and does not change when we include a full set of controls.

The effect size of the coefficients reported in Models 5-8 is remarkably close to the effect

size we obtain from the sub-district level data. In Model 5 in Panel A of Table 1, we estimate

the DiD models with a binary outcome variable. The coefficient of this model is 0.08 whereas

the coefficient of the comparable model from the ARLS data (Model 6) is 0.06. Thus, GAM

areas were 6-8% more likely to receive tsunami aid prior to the elections. The similarity

between both estimates is remarkably close given the different underlying datasets provides

further supportive evidence for the robustness of the results. The validity of this effect size

is further supported by anecdotal estimates from inside the BRR management that puts the

degree to which BRR lost funds to corruption at about 5% (Nicol 2013, 8)—a ballpark guess

that is surprisingly close to our quantitative estimate.

Who Distributes Electoral Benefits?

We further propose that wartime military organizations provide an effective instrument for

rebel elites to deliver electorally motivated goods (H2). Military organizations offer an
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Figure 2. Organizational Legacies and Electoral Benefits
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Table 1. Targeted aid allocation to GAM strongholds prior to the 2006 elections in Aceh

Panel A: RAN Aid Database

No. of New Projects (log +1) Aid Volume (log + 1) Pr(New Aid Project > 0)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

GAM Area X Pre-Election 0.10∗∗∗ 0.48∗∗ 1.00∗∗∗ 1.79∗∗ 0.08∗∗∗
(0.03) (0.23) (0.27) (0.83) (0.02)

Geographical Unit Sub-District District Sub-District District Sub-District
Unit FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 9,640 840 9,640 840 9,640
Adjusted R2 0.41 0.69 0.34 0.56 0.34

Panel B: ARLS Village Head Survey

Did village receive tsunami aid in 2005? Did village receive tsunami aid in 2006?

OLS Logit OLS Logit
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Majority in village supported GAM −0.01 −0.04 −0.08 −0.28 0.06∗ 0.06∗∗ 0.89∗∗ 1.09∗∗
(0.05) (0.05) (0.41) (0.45) (0.03) (0.03) (0.42) (0.47)

Kab. FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Covariates No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes
Observations 728 674 728 674 728 674 728 674
Adjusted R2 0.20 0.25 0.04 0.04
Akaike Inf. Crit. 783.22 714.65 359.26 347.93

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Panel A: OLS estimates reported, with robust standard errors clustered on geographical unit in parentheses. “Aid volume” refers to the committed project volume in
constant USD. For multiple aid locations the volume is assumed to be evenly distributed across locations.

Panel B: Robust standard errors clustered by kecamatan in parentheses. Covariates: Tsunami affected, Village Population, Percent Ethnic Acehnese, IDPs, Poverty,
Primary Schools, Conflict Victims, Interviewer Language, KPA present during interview. See Appendix C.3.
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established hierarchy and access to the networks of locally rooted combatants, enabling

them to function as brokers who can mediate the distribution of goods on the local level.

After the peace agreement in 2005, GAM transformed its military wing into the veteran’s

organization Komite Perahlian Aceh (KPA) (or Aceh Transition Committee) (Barter 2015; In-

ternational Crisis Group 2006a, 2007). The KPA established offices in all of Aceh’s regions

as well as in many villages and played a large role in mobilizing votes for GAM candidates,

particularly in rural areas (International Crisis Group 2007, 3-4). Moreover, the KPA often

moderated international agencies’ access to some villages and negotiated protection of aid

workers in remote areas (Nicol 2013). It is therefore plausible to assume that it was KPA pres-

ence that provided the channel through which GAM allocated electorally motivated tsunami

aid to wartime supporters.

We expect the joint effect of KPA presence and wartime supporters on aid allocation to

be more pronounced than the effect of other rebel-linked organizations in areas of wartime

GAM support. During the insurgency and after, GAM formed alliances with organizations,

such as the SIRA student association (Aspinall 2009b, 129ff.) or traditional Islamic scholars

(ulama) (Barter 2011). These ties were much more limited, however, than the relationship

between the GAM gubernatorial candidates and KPA. Moreover, these non-military organi-

zations had much less internal coherence and capacity on which the GAM could draw to

deliver benefits prior to the 2006 elections (International Crisis Group 2007).

We use the village survey data to model these expectations empirically. We interact the

“Majority support for GAM” independent variable from our specification of Model 5 in Panel

B of Table 1 with a dummy that indicates the presence of different organizations in a village.

The grid labels in Figure 2 indicate the respective organization.

The results presented in Figure 2 are consistent with our expectations. KPA presence in

villages where a majority supported GAM during the war raises the probability of receiving

tsunami aid in 2006 by approximately 23% (upper left panel). This is a substantively large

effect, given our 6-8% baseline estimate of wartime support presented in Table 1. We find

no comparable effect for other organizations.
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Figure 3. Oversight, Discretionary Control, and Benefit Allocation
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How Are Electoral Benefits Distributed?

We also test the proposition that former rebels’ degree of discretionary control over re-

sources shapes the effect of electorally motivated benefit allocation (H3). Where rebels’

discretionary control over resources is high, we should see particularly pronounced effects

of clientelistic targeting of resources to wartime support communities. To test this hypothe-

sis, we exploit the fact that the BRR recorded an implementing partner for each aid project.

This implementing partner variable denotes the agency from which the funding for a spe-

cific project originates, differentiating between national and international NGOs, the private

sector, the UN, bilateral aid agencies, and Indonesian government agencies, including the

BRR itself (Nicol 2013).

We expect oversight over project funding implementation to be lower—and thus rebels’

possibilities to influence allocation to be larger—for national and particularly international

non-governmental organizations. NGOs typically lack the capacity to strictly enforce anti-

corruption rules. In negotiating choice of and access to project locations these organizations

need to rely very strongly on local cooperation partners (Nicol 2013, 121), which makes

them more susceptible to influence by GAM interests. Most international aid agencies, on the

other hand, specifically by large bilateral donors, such as USAID, GIZ, or DFID, have strong
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anti-corruption norms and procedures in place (Overseas Development Institute 2005, 22).

It is more difficult for former rebels to circumvent these procedures. Due to less discretionary

control, we expect the joint effect of wartime support and pre-2006 election period to be

less pronounced for bilateral and national government implementing partners.

Figure 3 plots the GAM Area×Pre-Election coefficient from Model 1 in Panel A of Table 1,

using the number of aid projects with different implementing partners as dependent vari-

able. The DiD coefficient is particularly large and statistically significant when we employ

projects with international NGOs as dependent variable. It is also somewhat larger, but sta-

tistically imprecise when we look at national NGOs and Indonesian government agencies.

For bilateral, international private partners, the UN, and the Indonesian private sector, the

coefficient becomes close to zero with narrow confidence intervals overlapping zero, suggest-

ing, as expected, a null effect for these types of project partners. This finding suggests that

the degree in discretionary control shapes how former rebels target electorally motivated

benefits.

Additional Implications, Alternative Explanations, and Robustness Tests

In the Appendix, we explore a number of alternative explanations and robustness tests. In

Appendices D.1 and D.2, we implement two alternative tests of hypothesis 2 and 3 using

additional data from the BRR aid data and the ARLS survey. The results support our hy-

potheses, further improving the plausibility of our findings.

Another concern might be that the internal split within GAM prior to the 2006 elections

affects the results. In Appendix D.3, we therefore combine qualitative case evidence with

an analysis of district-level voting results across the two GAM factions to show that this

concern is unjustified. If anything, the additional results are in line with our theoretical

expectations: The faction that commanded the strongest control over GAM’s former mili-

tary networks—and thus the potential to use those networks as brokers (see H2)—also per-

formed the strongest in the 2006 elections, further strengthening confidence in the theory’s

applicability.

It is also worth considering if and how the BRR also gave government elites the oppor-
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tunity to target potential supporters with electoral benefits—and whether such access could

offer an alternative explanation for our findings. However, a number of reasons suggest that

the Indonesian government did not have strong incentives to use the BRR funds in an elec-

torally strategic manner (Clark and Palmer 2008). First, the head the BRR was a delegate

appointed by the government in Jakarta, not from the regional province. Consequently, he

had fewer incentives to use BRR funds for electorally strategic purposes, since he himself

did not stand for (re)election (Nicol 2013). Second, the acting incumbent governor of Aceh

in 2006 did not run for re-election, thus limiting the incentive of the actual incumbent to

influence BRR fund allocation. Finally, the Indonesian military fought the conflict extremely

asymmetrically and violently, limiting the extent to which it was able to establish popular

wartime support that could have been tapped for electoral mobilization (Sukma 2004).

We also account for a number of other alternative explanations. We demonstrate that the

main DiD results are not driven by our cutoff choice for the GAM Support variable (Appendix

E.1). We show that our results are not dependent on the measure we use to operationalize

GAM support in the analysis of the village data (Appendix E.2). Moreover, we demonstrate

the face validity of the SNPK GAM support measure, using data from the ARLS village data

(Appendix E.3). We also reestimate the main models using UCDP data, obtaining largely

similar results (Appendix E.4). Moreover, we offer results that show that our DiD results are

not contingent on unit-specific trends (Appendix E.5) or spatial autocorrelation (Appendix

E.6). We also test whether survey results are driven by heavy tsunami affectedness. We

therefore exclude those villages from the survey that were located in districts that were

particularly hard-hit by the tsunami (Appendix E.7). Results remain substantively similar.

Finally, we demonstrate that the survey data do not show any correlation between GAM

support and tsunami aid reception after the election in 2007, as our theory would predict

(Appendix E.8).

External Validity

Our analysis of how wartime legacies drive rebels’ electoral mobilization after civil war offers

a number of generalizable insights beyond the Acehnese context. To establish the boundaries
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of this larger universe of cases, we discuss the relevant organizational legacies of rebellion

against the backdrop of two key dimensions of (post-)conflict settings: the distribution of

popular support during war and the nature of political order after war.

One dimension along which the external validity of our theoretical argument varies is the

extent to which rebels enjoy wartime popular support. Our theory most strongly applies to

cases where rebels resemble “stationary bandits”: groups that provide governance functions

in territories they fully or at least partially control, through provision of services, protection,

and dispute resolution (Beardsley, Gleditsch, and Lo 2015; Reeder 2018; Stewart 2018). Ex-

amples of wars with such governance elements include the rebel-held territories in Northern

Côte d’Ivoire or the SPLA administration in Southern Sudan. These governance strategies

allow rebels to gather crucial information about the needs and demands of the local pop-

ulation (Kalyvas 2006). After war, rebels can use this information to target pre-electoral

benefits to those areas who are most likely to support them to maximize mobilization.

In contrast, our theory is less applicable in contexts where rebels predominantly employ

“roving bandit”-like strategies of killing civilians during war to coerce cooperation (Stewart

and Liou 2017). Examples include the territory controlled by the group Liberians United for

Reconciliation and Democracy (LURD) and Eastern Democratic Republic of Congo where

Hutus were perpetrators as well as targets of civilian victimization. It is unlikely that voters

who were targeted with violence during war will vote for those groups who perpetrated this

violence even if these group allocate benefits for electoral mobilization.

Another factor that shapes the external validity of our argument is the type of conflict

termination. The type of conflict termination influences the other two key legacies relevant

to our theory of post-conflict clientelism: rebels’ military networks and access to and control

over peace dividends (Kreutz 2010; Ottmann and Vüllers 2019). When wars end through

a military defeat of the rebel side, rebels’ military structures are likely to be severely di-

minished or even dismantled. Even when former rebel elites are subsequently allowed to

compete in elections, they will be unable to effectively transform the remnants of their mil-

itary organization into party structures and broker networks (Joshi 2010). Moreover, given

the weak position of defeated rebels against the winning side, rebels will typically not have
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access to post-conflict rents from government or in form of international aid. In these con-

texts, such as in the aftermath of the 2009 defeat of the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam

(LTTE) in Sri Lanka, we would expect our theory to hold less explanatory power.

Our theory is more applicable to civil wars that are resolved through negotiated set-

tlements and—even more so—when these settlements contain extensive power-sharing ar-

rangements. In these instances, rebels’ bargaining power at the negotiation table often al-

lows military networks to survive even extensive demobilization (Themnér 2017). Moreover,

power-sharing arrangements that divide government ministries among belligerents—and

thus access to spoils from government and international aid—enable former rebels to access

and control at least parts of peace dividends for electoral purposes (Haass and Ottmann

2021; Ottmann 2020). These types of arrangements also typically stipulate elections as a

key element of the post-conflict peace process. Electoral competition together with the three

wartime legacies we identify makes clientelism an effective mobilization strategy.10

Conclusion

We study three legacies that shape how rebels engage in clientelistic electoral mobilization

after civil wars. First, former rebels target wartime supporters with economic benefits prior

to elections to mobilize voters. Second, rebels’ wartime militaries provide them with broker

networks for effectively allocating these benefits. Third, the ways in which rebels gain dis-

cretionary control over economic peace dividends shapes the way in which they are able to

access and divert resources for electoral purposes.

To test these expectations, we analyze tsunami aid allocation in post-conflict Aceh prior

to the province’s first post-conflict gubernatorial elections in 2006. The Acehnese case offers

us a unique glimpse into the usually hidden resource allocation process. Combining findings

from original data on over 2,000 tsunami aid projects and World Bank data from a village

10Note that our theory should apply both to regional elections in the aftermath of an autonomy conflict

as well as to national elections after a conflict about control of the government. These elections may differ

in scope of the control they offer to the rebel group—regional or country-wide—but they do not limit the

applicability of the three theoretical mechanisms sketched.
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survey we document that subdistricts with high wartime support for the GAM rebels received

approximately 10% more tsunami aid projects than sub-districts without GAM support prior

to the 2006 elections. We also show that rebels used their former military networks to dis-

tribute these resources. Moreover, electoral benefit allocation was particularly pronounced

in aid sectors where external oversight over rebels’ access to aid was low.

One key implication of this research concerns democratic quality in the aftermath of civil

wars. Democracy after civil war is generally understood to be limited in nature (Wantchekon

2004). While many studies document that a minimum of electoral competition often does

take place once a conflict has ended, the democracies that emerge out of war often display

deficiencies in human rights, division of power, and electoral conduct (Zürcher et al. 2013).

We add to this research the insight that wartime legacies can limit the quality of democracy

through their effects on electoral clientelism. Future research should investigate the precise

beneficiaries of post-conflict clientelistic mobilization. Does peace trickle down to individ-

uals (even if mostly to former wartime supporters) or do peace dividends get lost on the

way, for instance, mostly to broker networks or former rebel elites? Answering this ques-

tion could yield important insights on how citizens’ expectations vs. actual changes to their

livelihood impact the quality of democracy after civil war.

A final implication of our research relates to the role of foreign aid in post-conflict con-

texts. Echoing research on the electoral repurposing of international aid (Briggs 2012;

Jablonski 2014), our findings highlight a dilemma for external actors aiming to support

war-to-democracy transitions. Enabling (even unvoluntarily) former rebels to access and

repurpose peace dividends, such as aid, might stabilize the situation and reduce violence.

But this access could undermine the quality of democracy in the long term, ultimately erod-

ing the institutions that regulate political conflict through votes instead of violence. Future

research needs to study which types of oversight arrangements are best suited to mitigate

elite capture of peace dividends after civil wars.
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